
Moose larger than a car, bears larger than man, and national parks larger than some 
U.S. states. The word “epic” doesn’t even begin to describe Alaska.

Stunning, unforgiving, and utterly huge, Alaska is a place that brings to life what Jack 
London termed the “call of the wild.” Yet, unlike London and the gold-rush settlers of 
yesterday, visitors today will have a far easier time exploring the vast wilderness. 

In fact, there are few other areas in the U.S. where you can climb a mountain path that 
has never been stepped on before or visit a national park with fewer annual visitors than 
the International Space Station.

You don’t need a zoo when you can watch brown bears catching leaping salmon out of 
a stream or pass a majestic moose on the road side. Alaska is a land for those who want 
to see wilderness in its natural habitat—both flora and fauna.

For newcomers to this wild land, the real joys are in the unexpected: humongous 
vegetables, thanks to the extended summers, ancient Russian cemeteries, and out of 
the way towns that haven’t changed much in years. Welcome to the last frontier in the 
U.S., a state with a quirky medley of tourists, back-to-the-landers and Alaska Natives.

We will be visiting Alaska on Royal Caribbean’s Radiance of the Seas from August 30,
2019 to September 6, 2019. Our President’s Club extension will be August 27–30, 2019, 
at the Alyeska Resort in Girdwood, Alaska.
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WELCOME TO ALASKA

MORE FACTS ABOUT ALASKA: 

17 
OF THE 20

highest peaks in the 
United States are 
located in Alaska

of all national parks 
in the U.S. are 
found in Alaska

MORE THAN

1/2 

national wild rivers, two 
affiliated areas and one 
national heritage area

ALASKA HOSTS

13 

NATIONAL HISTORIC 
LANDMARKS AND
NATIONAL NATURAL 
LANDMARKS

49 
16 

Alaska is home to

LARGEST 
POPULATION

Alaska has the

in the U.S.
OF BALD EAGLES

Qualification runs from December 1, 2017, through May 31, 2019.  
85,000 points qualifies one couple. 

Source: alaskatours.com
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